Whereas the influence on the elevation of visually perceived eye level (VPEL) by two bilaterally symmetric, long (64°-long), pitched-from-vertical lines in total darkness is only a little more than the average of the VPELs of the two lines measured separately [Matin & Li (1999) . Vision Research, 39, 307 -329], in the present experiments with 49 2-line combinations of seven orientations ( −30°to + 30°pitch), the VPEL for two short (12°-long) lines equals the additive sum of the separate influences of the two lines. With one line at a fixed orientation, the slope of the VPEL-versus-pitch function with the second line variable equals the slope of the function when viewing one line alone, but is shifted from the 1-line-alone function by the magnitude of the VPEL of the fixed line. Both the near-averaging and the additivity are summarized by V(q l ,q r ) =k 1 + k 2 [V(q l ) +V(q r )], where V(q l ) and V(q r ) are the 1-line VPELs for the pitches of the left and right lines, and V(u l , u r ) is the 2-line VPEL; the slope constant k 2 equals 0.5 for averaging, and 1.00 for simple additivity of the separate visual influences. Measured values are k 2 = 0.99 and k 2 = 0.61 for short and long lines, respectively. The shift of slope constant is determined by line length and not orientation: parallel and nonparallel lines follow the same rules of combination for short lines as they do for long lines. As for long lines, the short-line results are clear in showing that the visual influence on VPEL is controlled by an opponent-process mechanism. Although 'saturation-near-an-asymptote' along with opponency are required components of the interpretation for the basis of the combination of lines of different orientations and different lengths, they are not by themselves sufficient: All results conform to a neurophysiologically-based model [Matin and Li (1997b) . Society for Neuroscience, 23, 175; Matin & Li, under review] that parallel processes feedforward signals from orientation-selective neural units in V1; the model accounts for the shift from additivity to near-averaging with increase in line length as a consequence of the increased contribution of shunting.
Introduction
The height of a target set by an observer to appear at eye level is subject to large influences that depend systematically on the pitch of the visual field (Matin & Fox, 1989; Stoper & Cohen, 1989; Li & Matin, 1990 Nemire & Cohen, 1993; Matin & Li, 1994a,b,c; Cohen, Ebenholtz & Linder, 1995; Li & Matin, 1995; Matin & Li, 1995a,b; Li & Matin, 1996a; DiZio, Li, Lackner & Matin, 1997; Matin & Li, 1997a; Li & Matin, 1998; Matin & Li, 1999; Li, Dallal & Matin, under review) . The visual field need not be complex or well-illuminated in order for these large effects to be generated. Thus, the influence of a single, monocularlyviewed, 64°-long, pitched-from-vertical line presented at 25°horizontal eccentricity in otherwise total darkness is only 16% less than the largest influence produced by a large, complexly-structured, well-illuminated visual field viewed either monocularly or binocularly , 1994a . 1 Although the present article will only refer to pitched-from-vertical lines, note that two bilaterally symmetric pitched-from-vertical lines from the same pitched plane strike the same retinal regions as do two bilaterally symmetric oblique lines in a frontoparallel plane, and that the relevant earlier work with visual pitch has been duplicated with such oblique lines of 'equivalent pitch' with identical results (Matin & Li, 1994c; Li & Matin, 1996a; Matin & Li, 1999 ).
The combined influence of two parallel, pitchedfrom-vertical, short lines (12°-long) at bilaterally symmetric locations approximates the influence of a single line of twice its length (Matin & Li, 1994b) . However, this result differs from the combined influence of two differently-oriented, pitched-from-vertical 64°-long lines for which the VPEL is close to the average of the VPELs for the two individual lines (Matin & Li, 1994b , 1999 . The result for combinations of coextensive or parallel long lines conforms to both sorts of results: Thus, the VPEL for the combination falls at the asymptotic tail of the negatively-accelerated exponential growth function of line length (12 -17°space constant), and also approximates the average of the VPELs of the individual lines. The available facts are not sufficient for a conclusion on whether the difference in combining rule is a consequence of a difference in line length or a difference in the commonality of orientation of the two lines together with a difference in line length. 2 The two alternatives have broadly different consequences. For that reason, we have carried out the present experiment in which we measured VPELs for short 2-line combinations of different orientations. If the VPEL for the combination of two short lines of different pitch equals the sum of the individual VPELs it would support a view involving the usual interpretation of a negatively accelerated growth function ('compression function') in which simple additivity occurs at small stimulus magnitudes and indications of response saturation become more prominent as asymptotic responding is approached (although in the present case, for reasons to be indicated in the discussion, such a principle is not by itself sufficient). If near-averaging is obtained with the short 2-line stimuli containing different orientations, it would indicate that basically different combining rules are involved for parallel and nonparallel pitched-fromvertical lines.
Methods
Straight 12°×6 minarc lines were presented at either one or both of two bilaterally symmetric locations at 25°horizontal eccentricities to the seated monocularlyviewing subject whose head was stabilized by a chin rest; viewing was with the right eye, an eye patch covered the left eye. The room was in total darkness except for the line(s) and a dim, 20 minarc circular, red target located in the median plane that was used for setting the elevation of VPEL. Each of the lines was pitched at one of seven orientations (9 30°in 10°s teps), and all 49 2-line combinations were employed. The 1-line stimulus was presented on the left of the median plane in one of the two 1-line sessions and on the right in the second one; the order of pitches was randomized separately within a session for each of the three subjects. In each of the seven 2-line sessions one left-line pitch was employed in combination with all seven right-line pitches in random order.
Viewing distance for each line was maintained at 1 m measured along the normal line of visual direction within the median plane from the eye to the surface containing the line. The two surfaces, one for each line, were frontoparallel when erect, with pitch axes at eye level. Each line consisted of a strip of phosphorescent tape that had received a brief exposure (: 2 min) to normal room illumination prior to each experimental run; this was refreshed for approximately 30-60 s following each set of four VPEL measurements. Each of the two strips was 23.2× 0.2 cm (lum. approx 0.01 ml (EG&G photometer/radiometer 550)) and was attached to a plastic bar mounted on the pitchable surface with velcro. A vertical slot in a separate board between the two pitchable surfaces was covered by a translucent strip and backilluminated by the horizontal, optically attenuated, 0.5 mw He-Ne laser whose elevation was set to VPEL by means of a method of adjustment with hunting. During each trial the experimenter reset the target to the subject's command by adjusting the laser's elevation along a vertical track and locking it into place. The subject closed his/her eyes between the experimenter's resettings. Four VPEL determinations were made at each pitch (1-line condition) or combination of pitches (2-line condition). In each session two series of four trials were run in total darkness, one prior to and the second following the experimental conditions. The same three subjects were employed in all conditions. Two were Columbia undergraduates who had served as subjects in prior experiments; although they were familiar with the general procedures, they were naive about the purposes of the present experiments (see Li & Matin, 1996a for some relevant control procedures). The third subject was one of the authors who had served as a subject in a number of related experiments.
Results

1-Line stimuli
The 1-line VPELs increase linearly with pitch ( Fig. 1 , Table 1 ); slopes of the best-fitting straight lines range 2 In an earlier article where we dealt with experiments with these lines on both VPEL and on visually perceived vertical (VPV), we suggested that, for both discriminations, the combining rule followed by parallel and coextensive pitched-from-vertical lines and for lines of equivalent pitch -summation along the exponential -might be different from the rule for lines of different orientations where weighted averaging might hold (Matin and Li, 1995a,b) . This formulation fitted the facts in hand at that time.
between 0.12 and 0.18 and 5 out of the 6 y-intercepts lie below true eye level (TEL) with a range extending from − 4.5°to + 1.4°. The dark values are also in the normal range, averaging − 5.7°, − 2.0°and + 1.2°for the three subjects. As in previous reports also, the dark values for each subject as well as the average across subjects are close to the y-intercept of the corresponding VPEL-versus-pitch function. The VPELs averaged across the three subjects for each of the 1-line stimuli are plotted against pitch in Fig. 2a In order to provide a clearer and simpler development leading from our earlier experiments with short parallel lines the results for the seven parallel, pitchedfrom-vertical pairs and the seven pairs for which the two members had pitches of equal magnitude but opposite orientation are displayed first in the unfilled squares in Fig. 2a and b, respectively; the results for the two 1-line conditions are repeated in the two panels, but presented so that in each panel each of the two 1-line constituents of a 2-line stimulus are at the same point on the abscissa with the 2-line stimulus itself. The slope of the average 2-line VPEL-versus-pitch function for the parallel lines in Fig. 2a is double that of the two 1-line conditions: 0.29 versus 0.14 and 0.15. This is typical of the summation previously measured for short lines (Matin & Li, 1994b) . However, the simultaneous viewing of two lines with pitches of equal magnitude and opposite direction results in nulling of the influence of one line by that of the other so that the net influence from the different 2-line combinations in Fig. 2b do not differ significantly from each other or from zero (slope 0.01).
3 Although the nulling for two simultaneouslypresented orientations of equal magnitude and opposite direction in Fig. 2b is the same as was measured with long lines and described in our previous report, the slope-doubling in Fig. 2a for short parallel lines is very different from the results with the pitched-from-vertical long lines where the general results for two simultaneously-presented lines of any pair of orientations is near-averaging.
The complete experiment: 49 2-line combinations
The results in all 49 2-line conditions are shown separately for each of the three individual subjects in Fig. 3a -c. Average values across the three subjects for each experiment are displayed in Fig. 3d . In these figures the pitch of the plane containing the right line is ) against the lower abscissa, but the left 1-line results are plotted against the upper abscissa for which the direction is reversed from that in (a); this was done so that, as in (a), the values are plotted at the same point on the abscissa for the 2-line stimuli as for the two constituent 1-line stimuli. The diagonal dashed lines in each panel are the least squares best fits to the 1-line results. The average of the VPELs measured in total darkness at the beginning and end of each of the seven sessions is plotted as the filled circle at the abscissa zero ('dark VPEL').
displayed on the abscissa with the pitch of the plane containing the left line as the parameter of the set of functions. Each straight line through the data in Fig. 3d is the least squares best-fit for one left-line pitch fitted independently of the results for the other left-line pitches.
The most prominent aspects of the results in Figs. 3 and 4 are the constancy of the slope and the linear increase in the level of each nearlinear data set with parametric variation of the pitch of the left line. This slope constancy is directly displayed in the plot of the best-fitting slope values in Fig. 4a ; the linear increase in the level of the data sets is shown directly by the plot of the best-fitting y-intercepts in Fig. 4b . The differences in slope are random and negligible when the roles of the left and right lines are interchanged as parameter and variable with at most minor nonsystematic departures; best-fitting slopes and y-intercepts for the individual subjects are also listed in Tables 1 and 2 . These results differ from the results with the long lines in the previously-reported experiments where the slopes decreased monotonically (20% change) and the magnitude of the y-intercept increase itself decreased (60% change) with increased topforwardness of the parameterized line (Matin & Li, 1999) .
The dark values in Tables 1 and 2 are averages of the eight measurements (four at the beginning and four at the end of each session) and displayed as filled points in Figs. 1, 2 and 3a-c. They are well within the normal range and close to the calculated y-intercepts as has been true in previous work where linear relations between the two values across subjects have been described (Matin and Fox, 1989; Matin and Li, 1994a) .
Discussion
Linear combination rule for lines of any orientation and length
With the pitch of either one of the short lines held constant the 2-line VPEL changes linearly with the pitch of the other line (Fig. 3) . The slopes of these parameterized 2-line VPEL-versus-pitch functions are equal to the slopes of the 1-line VPEL-versus-pitch functions -both average 0.14. Still, the line held at constant pitch (parameterized line) is not without influence: It biases the 2-line VPEL-versus-pitch function of the variable line. The bias increases linearly with the topforwardness of the pitch of the parameterized line (Fig. 4b) , systematically raising the level of the entire VPEL-versus-pitch function in which the other line is variable (Fig. 3d) . These facts point to an independence of action of the two lines of the 2-line stimulus, an independence also manifested in the doubling of slope by the parallel pitched-from-vertical 2-line function to 0.29 in Fig. 2 relative to the 0.14 slopes of the 1-line and parameterized 2-line functions. Fig. 5a repeats the data in Fig. 3d, but in Fig. 5a all points for which the sum of the pitches of the two lines is constant are represented by the same symbol, and connecting lines are drawn between adjacent pairs of points with the same sum-of-pitches, whereas in Fig. 3b identical symbols are employed for stimuli in which the pitch of the left line is constant and the connecting lines are drawn between points with identical symbols. The near-horizontality of the connecting lines in Fig. 5a indicates that the 2-line VPEL is essentially constant for a constant sum-of-pitches. The linearity of the variation in the elevation of VPEL with change in the sum-of-pitches in Fig. 5a is displayed directly in Fig. 5b where all points with the same sum-of-pitches are displayed at the same location on the abscissa; between one and seven different points are displayed at a single abscissa value although most are too close to be visibly separated.
The linear relation in Fig. 5b may be expressed as
where q l and q r are the pitches of the left and right lines, respectively, V(q l , q r ) is the 2-line VPEL for the simultaneous presentation of q l and q r , and k 1 and k 2 are the y-intercept and slope of the linear relation. VPEL constancy for a given sum-of-pitches ( 
where k 1 % = k 1 − 2k 2 a/b, and k 2 % = k 2 /b. Fig. 6 plots this relation between the 2-line VPEL and the sum of the 1-line VPELs of the two constituent lines for each of the 49 2-line combinations separately for each subject along with the least-squares best-fitting straight line to Eq. (2). Fig. 7a displays the average results across the three subjects where the best-fitting parameters for the linear relation are k 1 % = 3.40 and k 2 % = 0.99, respectively. Thus, the VPEL of the short 2-line combination closely approximates a linearly additive function of the sum-of-pitches of the two lines (Fig. 5b) , and also closely approximates the simple sum (with offset) of the VPELs of the two individual lines (Figs. 6 and 7a) . a U and D refer to settings above and below true eye level, respectively. VPEL denotes visually perceived eye level. The value at the intersection of the slope row and slope column of each data set is the average of the 14 tabled values (seven with left line pitch constant; seven with right line pitch constant). Since the pitch of the left line was constant throughout a session but differed between sessions, each dark VPEL pertains to a single session. The value in the lower right corner of each set is the average of dark VPEL values in the seven sessions in each case.
Linear model for combining influences of indi6idual short lines
With one modification Eq. (2) can be employed as a linear model for the process by which the individual influences of two lines are combined to generate the influence of two simultaneously-presented lines. The required modification is a consequence of the fact that a is included twice in arriving at Eq. (2): In earlier articles we were able to treat the dark VPEL as a consequence of the operation of a 'body-referenced mechanism' that consisted of contributions from extraretinal head and eye position and retinal local sign, and to treat deviations of the y-intercept from the dark VPEL as a result of the influence of the visual field at zero pitch. A number of different aspects of the previous work have supported this (Matin & Fox, 1989; Matin & Li, 1994a , 1995a . As the y-intercept of the 1-line VPEL-versus-pitch function, a is a combination of the influences of the body-referenced mechanism and the visual field, and including a twice results in including the contribution of the body-referenced mechanism twice. This would, however, be reasonable only if the contribu- Fig. 3d for each of the 49 2-line conditions is reproduced. However, whereas, in Fig. 3d , VPEL values for conditions which involved the same left line are displayed with the same symbol, in the present figure a common symbol is employed for VPEL values for stimuli with the same sum-of-pitches for the two lines; in each figure identical symbols are connected by straight lines. (b) VPEL for each of the 49 2-line conditions is plotted directly against the sum of the pitches of the two constituent lines. There is a single data point at abscissa values of − 60°and at 60°; the number of data points increases in steps of one from each end to seven at the abscissa value of 0°; most are not visibly separated.
tion by the body-referenced mechanism was added to the visual influence for each line separately prior to the combination of influences from the different lines. Without concluding on this issue here, we remove one of the two inclusions of a. Referring to the dark VPEL as d, and treating it as a measure of influence by the body-referenced mechanism alone, removal of one of the inclusions of d from Eq. (2) leads to a linear combination rule for the process by which the 2-line VPEL is obtained from the influences on individual lines: Matin & Li (1999) . The slopes of the two theoretical straight lines shown in each panel are those that would result if the total visual influence contributing to the 2-line VPEL was the sum of the contributions of the two constituent lines ('additive summation process') and the average of the VPELs of the two constituent lines ('averaging process'), respectively. The y-intercept for both theoretical lines in each panel is from the least squares best fitting straight line (3.40 in panel (a), 2.00 in panel (b)); each is an estimate of k 1 % −d, the contribution by the body-referenced mechanism.
If k 1 % −d is treated as essentially a consequence of the contribution of the body-referenced mechanism and k 2 % is treated as the slope constant modulating the zerobased visual influence on the elevation of VPEL, the simple mathematics of Eq. (3) implies that a value of k 2 % in Eq. (3) equal to 1.00 would be expected for a process that simply added the influences of the two constituent lines in order to obtain the VPEL for the two lines presented simultaneously, whereas k 2 % equal to 0.50 would be expected for a process that averaged the influences of the two constituent lines. Thus, although we have been treating averaging and additive summation 4 as contrasting processes, they are both representable by the same linear equation with only a change of scale from 0.50 to 1.00. (Fig. 7a ) and for the previous results for long lines (Fig.  7b) . Whereas the best-fitting straight line to the present short-line results possesses a slope of 0.99 (Fig. 7a ) that is indistinguishable from the slope of 1.00 demanded by a process that takes the simple sum of its inputs (Fig.  7a) , the best-fitting slope of 0.61 to the long-line results in Fig. 7b is much closer to the 0.50 value that would be expected from a process which averaged the influences of the two stimulus lines.
Line length, orientation, and the full model
There are two main indications of independence in the actions of individual lines in the present short-line results: (1) The parameterized 2-line VPEL-versus-pitch functions for different parameter values are parallel (Figs. 3 and 4a) , and (2) the slopes of the parameterized 2-line functions are equal to the slopes of the 1-line functions. Such independence is expected from a process involving simple addition of the influences of the two lines. Neither (1) nor (2) holds for the earlier long-line results: Instead of (1), the parameterized 2-line functions for the long lines show a small but definite convergence with increasing topforwardness of the pitch of the variable line that is manifested in a systematic decrease of the slope of the parameterized VPELversus-pitch functions with increase in the pitch of the 4 The term 'summation' has several different historical roots in the literatures of neurophysiology and psychophysics. It is employed in both deterministic and probabilistic contexts in which the consequences of inputs from several sources are measured by a single output. Although the term is almost always used to mean that an output to the combined stimulus is greater than some calculation on the separate responses to its separate input(s), several different calculations have been employed. Thus, 'summation' has been variously employed to refer to a condition in which two separately presented inputs generate an output that is (a) greater than that produced by either one of the inputs alone, (b) equal to the sum of the two separately presented inputs, (c) greater than the sum of the two separately presented inputs, (d) greater than some theoretical baseline (e.g. greater than the consequences of an arithmetic average of the two separately presented inputs). In the experiments on VPEL that we have been reporting and modeling during the past several years (a deterministic context) we have employed the term in all four ways and have relied on the material under discussion to distinguish which use was intended. parameterized line. And instead of the equality in (2), the slopes of the parameterized 2-line functions for the long lines are shallower than those for the long 1-line functions. Thus adding a long line to one already present adds less to the total influence on the elevation of VPEL than presenting that second long line by itself, whereas the magnitude of the effect of a short line is the same whether another short line is present or not. These conclusions hold without exception for combinations of any two orientations. Thus, it is line length that determines the combination rule, not pitch.
Since the long lines in the previous experiment with 2-line combinations of different orientations were about the same length as the lengths of the lines that fell near the asymptote of the negatively accelerated growth function of line length (Matin & Li, 1994b) , the reduction of the effect of a line when a second line was simultaneously presented is reasonably attributed to a limitation on VPEL growth near the length asymptote. However, such 'saturation-near-an-asymptote' is not sufficient to explain the reduction in influence on VPEL when a line of opposite orientation is added to a visual field containing a single line; here reduction occurs for either short lines or long lines. A reduction of the total influence also occurs when a long line of the same sign but lesser orientation is added to a visual field containing a single long line (e.g. add a − 10°pitched-fromvertical long line to a field containing only a − 30°p itched-from-vertical long line); the 2-line VPEL then deviates less from TEL than does the VPEL for the long line of greater orientation viewed alone (this reduction does not hold in the present experiments with short lines). Whereas results for the first case -combination of opposite orientations -fits expectation from an opponent-process mechanism, the second caseresults for two lines of the same sign but different orientations -is not a necessary outcome of opponency; nor does saturation-near-an-asymptote provide a sufficient basis for these results with long lines. For this a different approach is required: We have described a neurophysiologically-based model (Matin and Li, 1997a,b,c; Matin & Li, under review) that employs orientation-selective neural units in V1 to generate both opponency and the orientation sensitivity of the VPEL discrimination, and a parallel processor in which feedforward signals from these units are combined. Shunting is a natural aspect of the neural circuitry and becomes more significant with increase in line length, converting the circuit from a simple summing device at short lengths to an averager at longer lengths. The model provides a quantitative account that fits well all of the presently available results regarding changes of the elevation of VPEL induced by long and short 1-line stimuli and by combinations of lines possessing any orientations.
